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Purpose: In computed tomography (CT), metallic objects in the scanning field create 
artifacts in the reconstructed images. Interpolation-based methods for metal artifact 
reduction (MAR) replace the metal-corrupted projection data with surrogate data 
obtained from interpolation using the surrounding uncorrupted sinogram information. 
Prior-based MAR methods further improve interpolation-based methods by better ">!
estimating the surrogate data using forward projections from a prior image. However, 
the prior images in most existing prior-based methods are obtained from segmented 
images and misclassification in segmentation often leads to residual artifacts and tissue 
structure loss in the final corrected images. To overcome these drawbacks, we propose 
a fusion scheme, named fusion prior-based MAR (FP-MAR). *?!
Methods: The FP-MAR method consists to: (i) pre-correct the image by means of an 
interpolation-based MAR method and an edge-preserving blur filter; (ii) generate a 
prior image from the fusion of this pre-corrected image and the originally reconstructed 
image with metal parts removed; (iii) forward project this prior image to guide the 
estimation of the surrogate data using replacement techniques.  *>!
Results: Both simulations and clinical image tests are carried out to show that the 
! *!
!
proposed FP-MAR method can effectively reduce metal artifacts. A comparison with 
other MAR methods demonstrates that the FP-MAR method performs better in artifact 
suppression and tissue feature preservation. 
Conclusions: From a wide range of clinical cases to which FP-MAR has been tested 5?!
(single or multiple pieces of metal, various shapes and sizes), it can be concluded that 
the proposed fusion based prior image preserves more tissue information than other 
segmentation-based prior approaches and can provide better estimates of the surrogate 
data in prior-based MAR methods.  
Key words: computed tomography, metal artifact reduction, image fusion 5>!
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X-ray computed tomography (CT) has been widely used in clinical diagnosis for decades. Under normal circumstance, 
modern CT scanners can provide high-resolution images with reliable anatomical information. However, if metallic 
objects (such as dental fillings or prosthesis) are present in the scanning field, major artifacts often deteriorate the 6?!
reconstructed CT image quality and lower their diagnosis value. Metal artifact reduction (MAR) methods can however 
be applied. They can be roughly classified into iterative reconstruction
1-5
, sinogram correction
6-24
, and hybrid 
methods
25-30
. Iterative reconstruction and hybrid methods have shown a good performance in suppressing metal artifacts, 
but their clinical applications are still limited due to their high computational cost. Sinogram correction methods remain 
the most common and applicable ones. More details about sinogram correction methods are presented in the next 6>!
section. 
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In sinogram correction methods, the original sinogram is corrected before FBP reconstruction by replacing the 
metal-corrupted data in the so-called metal trace with surrogate data obtained by interpolation
6-15
 or forward 
! 5!
!
projections
16-24
. The first step is to determine the metal trace occupied by the corrupted data in the sinogram space. To >?!
achieve this, a re-projection method is often used. An image is first reconstructed from the original sinogram. Then, the 
metal parts are identified in the image domain by thresholding. Forward projection of the metal-only image yields the 
metal-only sinogram, in which the nonzero pixels define the metal trace. A correction can then be performed to estimate 
the surrogate data in the metal trace. Correction methods can be divided into two groups: interpolation-based 
methods
6-15
and prior-based methods
16-24
.  >>!
Interpolation-based methods estimate the surrogate data using interpolation type techniques. Linear interpolation (LI) 
is the simplest way to do that
6,8
 . We refer them to LI-MAR in this work. In LI-MAR, the surrogate data are estimated 
via linear interpolation using the uncorrupted data on the two sides of the metal trace along the channel ray??? direction. 
Interpolation-based methods can effectively reduce the metal artifacts. However, due to the unavoidable loss of structure 
information in the metal trace after interpolation, they often introduce new artifacts near the metallic objects. @?!
To overcome the drawbacks of interpolation-based methods, prior-based methods estimate the surrogate data using 
forward projections from a prior image. The structure information from the prior image is brought back to the metal 
trace and this way, better estimates can be obtained. Most existing methods, based on k-means clustering
16,19 
or 
multithresholding
17,18,23,24
, build the prior images by segmenting the originally reconstructed images (the uncorrected 
images) or pre-corrected images (via interpolation-based MAR) into different tissues such as air, soft tissue, and bone. @>!
We will call them TP-MAR methods since all are based on thresholding the prior images. One main limitation of 
TP-MAR methods is their sensitivity to misclassification which can lead to some tissue structures lost. In Ref. 21, a 
metal deletion technique (MDT) was proposed that used a LI-MAR corrected image as an initial prior image. Then, the 
prior image was iteratively improved using the FBP reconstruction combined with an edge-preserving blur filter. Since 
MDT was still based on the interpolation-based MAR, tissue structure loss near the metal objects was often observed. A?!
Another limitation of MDT is the high computational cost, about 19 times slower than FBP. Recently, a method based 
on computer vision techniques was developed
20
. This method first discriminated the artifacts from the real tissue 
! 6!
!
structures in the uncorrected image using shape and intensity information of metal artifacts. Then, the prior image was 
generated by reassigning the CT values within the artifact region to the surrounding tissue values. The experiments on 
head CT scans reported in Ref. 20 has shown that this method could generate more accurate prior images than TP-MAR A>!
methods, and could provide better image quality than both TP-MAR and interpolation-based MAR. Even though, its 
performance and robustness, in the presence of different metal implants or more pieces of metals, still needs a further 
verification, as pointed out by the authors. 
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The quality of the prior image plays a crucial role in the performance of the prior-based MAR methods. To B?!
overcome the misclassification resulting from segmentation in TP-MAR methods, we choose to build the prior image 
via the fusion of a pre-corrected image and the uncorrected FBP image. The main idea behind this new method (called 
fusion prior-based MAR or FP-MAR in the following) is to jointly benefit from the well preserved structures in the 
uncorrected FBP image and the suppressed artifacts in the pre-corrected one. We can see in Fig. 1 that much of the 
original structure information is preserved in the fusion-based prior image. The FP-MAR method comprises three major B>!
steps: pre-correction, image fusion, and sinogram completion.  
 
FIG. 1. The intermediate outputs in generating a prior image of a simulated hip phantom with bilateral prostheses. The uncorrected FBP 
image, the LI-MAR image, and the pre-corrected image are shown in (a), (b), and (c), respectively. In (d), the uncorrected FBP image with 
metal parts removed. The difference image [subtract (d) from (c)], and the prior image obtained by fusion of (c) and (d), are depicted in (e) C?!
and (f), respectively. Window settings: C=400, HU/W=1500 HU. 
! >!
!
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The pre-corrected image is here obtained by applying LI-MAR and next, an edge-preserving blur filter. The uncorrected 
FBP image is first reconstructed from the original sinogram. Then, the re-projection method (see Sec. I. B) is used to 
identify the metal trace. The metal parts are segmented by applying a simple threshold, set to 2000 Hounsfield unit C>!
(HU) . For dental filling cases, 3000 HU is used because human teethes usually have CT values above 2000 HU. After 
determining the metal trace, the linear interpolation technique proposed in Ref. 8 is used for sinogram completion. Fig. 
1(a) shows the uncorrected FBP image of a simulated hip phantom with bilateral prostheses which suffers a prominent 
dark streak artifact between the two prostheses. Fig. 1(b) shows the result of LI-MAR, and it can be seen that the streak 
artifact is significantly reduced but simultaneously newly artifacts are introduced and serious loss of the bone structures "??!
near the prostheses can be noticed.  
An edge-preserving blur filter is then applied to suppress the newly introduced artifacts in the LI-MAR image. Each 
value !!"!!! !! in the filtered image is the average value of pixels within a local square region around the pixel !!! !! 
in the LI-MAR image. To preserve tissue edges, only those pixels with CT numbers similar to the value of the center 
pixel are included in the average:   "?>! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!"!!! !! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !  ,                                                             (1)  
where ! is the number of “similar pixels” in the square region of size ! with the indices!!! and q running from ! ! 
to !. !!! ! !! ! ! !! is defined as: !!!!!!!!!!!! ! ! !! ! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!" ! ! !! ! ! ! ! !!" !! ! ! !!!" ! ! !! ! ! ! !!!!!!!! !!" ! ! !! ! ! ! ! !!" !! ! ! ! ,                          (2) 
where !!" denotes the CT values in the LI-MAR image. ! is a user-defined threshold for the identification of the  ""?!
similar pixels. ! and ! should be properly selected to achieve artifact suppression without blurring the main edges 
between air, soft tissue, and bones. Our experiments demonstrate that!!! ! !""! " !"#!! ! !! can lead to good 
results for the all cases studied in this work. Fig. 1(c) illustrates the filtered result of the LI-MAR image (henceforth 
referred to as the pre-corrected image) where the newly introduced artifacts are well suppressed.   
! @!
!
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This step aimed at building the prior image from the fusion of the pre-corrected image and the uncorrected FBP 
image with metal parts removed. Fig. 1(d) shows the resulting metal-removed FBP image, in which the metal parts are 
filled by the CT numbers taken from the metal regions in the pre-corrected image. This metal-removed FBP image is 
then subtracted from the pre-corrected image to generate the difference image ! depicted in Fig. 1(e). The positive 
values with large magnitudes in ! correspond to the dark streak between the two prostheses, whereas the negative "*?!
values mainly represent the damaged bone structures. The prior image, !!"#$", is then built via the following pixel-wise 
fusion formula: 
 !!"#$"!!! !! ! ! !! ! !!!"#!!! !! ! ! ! ! !! ! !!!"#$!!! !!,                                        (3) 
where !!"# and !!"#$ denote the metal-removed uncorrected FBP image and the pre-corrected image, respectively. ! !! !  is the pixel-wise weighting factor in the interval !! ! , ]0,1] ?? and is calculated through Eqs. (4) and (5): "*>! !!!!!!!! !! ! ! !!! !!"#$ !!!! !!,                                                                       (4) 
!!!!!!!! !"#$!!! !! ! !! !!! !!! !"#!!"#! ! !"#,                                                                    (5) 
where !! ! ! ! ! and ! ! !. !!"#$ is the normalized version of the difference image !. !!"# and !!"# denote 
the maximum and the minimum values in !, respectively. Fig. 2 plots the ! !! !  in Eq. (4) when parameters ! and ! 
are set to 10 and 0.45. From Fig. 2 and Eq. (3), we can see that, when!! !"#$ !! ! !!!"!!"#$%, a small weighting factor "5?! ! !! ! !!!"!!""#$%&!and leads to !!"#$"!!! !! close to the intensity in the pre-corrected image, thus suppressing the dark 
 
FIG. 2. Weighting function corresponding to Eq. (4) with parameters n=10 and t=0.45. 
! A!
!
artifacts. Conversely, a large weighting factor ! !! ! !!"!!"#$!!"#  small values of !! !"#$ !! ! !! in order to get !!"#$"!!! !! close to the intensity in the metal-removed uncorrected FBP image, thus preserving tissue structures. "5>!
Parameters ! and ! should be suitably set to ensure both effective tissue preservation and artifact suppression for 
the prior image. Figs. 3(a)-3(d) show that a small ! may lead to severe residual dark artifacts, and the fusion is no 
longer sensitive to ! when ! is larger than 10 in this case (little difference is observed when increasing !!!from 10 to 
40). Setting parameter ! is application-dependent. A small !! value would generate a fusion image similar to the 
pre-corrected image, while a large ! would make the result close to the metal-removed uncorrected FBP image (see Fig. "6?!
3, bottom row). Thus, a small ! value (for example, 0.1) should be retained for cases where small and regular metal 
objects are present (such situations are often the ideal applications for LI-MAR), while it should be increased (for 
example, to 0.45) for irregular and large metal objects to overcome the possible serious loss of tissue structures near the 
metal objects. 
 "6>!
FIG. 3. Illustration of the fusion result for different settings of ! and !. Window settings: C=400 HU/W=1500 HU. 
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After fusion, the prior image as shown in Fig. 1(f) is obtained and this prior image is forward projected to produce a 
prior sinogram for the estimation of the surrogate projection data. This is achieved by using the difference-based 
interpolation method proposed in Ref. 31. In this method, the prior sinogram is first subtracted from the original ">?!
sinogram. Linear interpolation of the metal trace is then applied on the difference sinogram and the result is added to the 
! B!
!
prior sinogram to create the corrected sinogram. Here, the built-in linear interpolation is performed via the linear 
interpolation technique in Ref. 8. Finally, the artifact-reduced image is reconstructed from the corrected sinogram and 
the metal objects identified in the uncorrected FBP image are superimposed on this image to indicate metal objects. 
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Simulations were performed to evaluate the proposed FP-MAR method. As shown in Fig. 4, we generated two 
phantoms with metal artifacts produced from bilateral hip titanium prostheses and from pedicle screws, respectively. 
The original true phantoms without metallic objects are also displayed in Fig. 4 to serve as reference. With 2D fan beam 
scans assumed, the simulations modeled the CT scanning data using the CatSim model
32
 which incorporates 
polychromaticity, realistic quantum and electronic noise models, non-linear partial volume effect, and scatter. The main "@?!
simulation parameters were 70 kV, 10
8
 initial photons per ray, 10
3
 scatter photons per detector element, 768 channels, 
and 720 views per rotation. 10 rays were simulated per detector to preserve the finite width of beams.  
As presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, seven clinical cases were selected to test the capability of the proposed FP-MAR 
method in coping with different kinds of metal artifacts in standard clinic. All the original uncorrected images,   
 "@>!
FIG. 4. The two simulated phantoms. The left and right sides depict respectively the phantoms with and without inserted metallic objects. 
Window settings: C=100 HU/W=700 HU. 
with DICOM format, were obtained from the REVISION RADIOLOGY group 
(http://www.revisionrads.com/cgi-bin/MDT_cgi). To be more precise, the metal artifacts in the three sets of clinical 
images in Fig. 6 are respectively caused by a deep brain stimulator (Case 1), bilateral hip prostheses (Case 2), and small "A?!
metal implants (Case 3). Compared to Fig. 6, Fig. 7 includes four more challenging cases with multiple metal implants 
of large size and irregular shapes. The metal artifacts of these four cases are respectively produced from unilateral hip 
prostheses (Case 4), sternum fixation screws (Case 5), pedicle screws (Case 6), and dental fillings (Case 7). For each 
case, the original sinogram was simulated by forward projecting the tested clinical images. The resolution of the CT 
image is !"#!!"# pixels and the simulated sinogram is of !"#!!"## pixels (3600 views over 360°).  "A>!
! C!
!
In the implementation of the proposed FP-MAR method, ! ! !" and!!! ! !!!" were used in simulations. For the 
clinical image experiments, ! ! !" was used in all cases; t was set to 0.1 for the three cases reported in Fig.6 and to 
0.45 for the four challenging cases illustrated in Fig. 7. For comparison, the LI-MAR and TP-MAR methods were also 
implemented. We applied LI-MAR by using the pre-correction step procedure above (Sec. II. A)D! To generate the 
TP-MAR prior image, the uncorrected FBP image was first smoothed using the edge-preserving blur filter described in "B?!
Sec. II.! ED Then, the filtered result was segmented into air, soft tissue, bone, and metals using the k-means clustering 
described in Ref. 16 with the initial clustering center -950 HU, 200 HU, 750 HU, and 5000 HU. After segmentation, the 
air regions were set to -1000 HU, the soft tissue and metal parts to 0 HU while bone pixels kept their original intensities 
as suggested in Ref. 18. Then, the data replacement for the metal trace was completed by the above difference-based 
interpolation method described in Sec. II.! 2. Since the interpolation technique is the same for all methods, the prior "B>!
image determines the improvement. In addition, we collected the clinical MDT results from the REVISION 
RADIOLOGY group for comparison. All the CT images were processed under a PC workstation (Intel Core 2 Duo CPU 
2.93 GHz processor and 2048 Mb RAM) under MATLAB R2009a version 7.8.0 (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA). 
The fan-beam transform and the inverse fan-beam transform were used for the forward projection and filtered back 
projection, respectively. "C?!
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Fig. 5 shows the correction results for the two simulations. We can see that the uncorrected images suffer from 
severe beam hardening artifacts between the metal objects and all the LI-MAR, TP-MAR, and FP-MAR methods lead to 
significant reduction of metal artifacts. However, in the LI-MAR results, some new artifacts are introduced and some 
bone structures (indicated by black arrows) are missing near the metallic objects. When compared to LI-MAR, "C>!
TP-MAR yields better preserved bone structures, but some residual artifacts (indicated by white arrows) are also present 
due to segmentation errors in the prior image. We can see in Fig. 5 that the proposed FP-MAR method leads to the best 
image quality with effective artifact suppression and bone structure preservation. 
! "?!
!
Fig. 6 illustrates the correction results for Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3. Severe streak artifacts tangent to the metallic 
objects in uncorrected images are displayed. Many new streak-like artifacts remain when applying the LI-MAR *??!
correction, partially reduced by TP-MAR. However, the results of TP-MAR still show some residual metal artifacts, 
especially for the Case 1. In comparison to TP-MAR, both MDT and FP-MAR bring significant improvements. For 
these three cases, similar performance in artifact suppression is observed for FP-MAR and MDT. In Case 1, some tissue 
structures on the right side of the metal object, indicated by the dotted arrow, are clearly visible after correction with 
M D T  and  F P-M A R .  T he  s t ruc tu re  i nd ica t ed  by  the  do t t ed  a r row  in  the  zoom ed  r eg ion  o f  *?>!
 
FIG. 5. Correction results of the two simulated phantoms. LI-MAR destroys the bone structures close to the implants (indicated by black 
arrows in the second column). TP-MAR well preserves the bone structures but some metal artifacts remain (indicated by white arrows in the 
third column). FP-MAR (the fourth column) clearly outperforms LI-MAR and TP-MAR in both artifact suppression and bone tissue 
preservation for both phantoms. Window settings: C=300 HU/W=1400 HU for top row and C=300 HU/W=1600 HU for bottom row. *"?!
! ""!
!
 
FIG. 6. Three sets of correction results corresponding to Case 1, Case 2 and Case 3. Each set contains the uncorrected, LI-MAR, TP-MAR, 
MDT, and FP-MAR images. Case 1: (n=10/t=0.1) and (C=100 HU/W=200 HU). Case 2: (n=10/t=0.1) and (C=0 HU/W=400 HU). Case 3: 
(n=10/t=0.1) and (C=0 HU/W=400 HU). 
interest (ROI) of Case 3 appears well identified in both the TP-MAR and FP-MAR processed images while poorly *">!
delineated in the MDT processed image.  
The most challenging cases are illustrated in Fig. 7. Here too, the LI-MAR method reduces metal artifacts at the cost 
of introducing new artifacts and losing tissue structures near the metal objects. The quality of LI-MAR images is even 
lower than the quality of the uncorrected ones. This stems from the fact that large metallic objects lead to large 
! "*!
!
 **?!
FIG. 7. Another four sets of correction results for Case 4-Case 7. Case 4: (n=10/t=0.45) and (C=100 HU/W=800 HU). Case 5: (n=10/t=0.45) 
and (C=200 HU/W=2000 HU). Case 6: (n=10/t=0.45) and (C=200 HU/W=800 HU). Case 7: (n=10/t=0.45) and (C=400 HU/W=2000 HU). 
metal trace region, resulting in serious loss of structure information in the metal trace after linear interpolation. When 
compared to LI-MAR, TP-MAR works better in both preventing the introduction of new artifacts and preserving tissue 
structures near the metals. But there are still some dark or bright artifacts remaining around the metal objects in **>!
TP-MAR processed images (see the regions indicated by dotted arrows) due to a misclassification in building the 
thresholded prior image. MDT leads to effective artifact suppression but tissue structures are missing near the metal 
objects (these regions are defined by dotted arrows). Obviously, the proposed FP-MAR performs better than LI-MAR 
and TP-MAR in suppressing artifacts and also to MDT in restoring those tissues close to metallic objects. 
H7&;6A/<AA6:8&*5?!
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TP-MAR methods build the prior images by segmenting the uncorrected FBP image into air, soft tissue, and bone. 
Streak artifacts can be as dark as air or as bright as bone, therefore segmentation errors cannot be avoided (refer to Fig. 
8, second column) and they most often lead to residual artifacts in the final corrected images. Generally, less 
segmentation errors can be expected when segmenting an image that has been pre-corrected by means of 
interpolation-based MAR. Unfortunately, the quality of pre-corrected images may not be guaranteed, particularly when *5>!
large metal objects are present. For example, the normalized metal artifact reduction
18
 (NMAR) recommended the 
LI-MAR as the pre-correction method, but the image pre-corrected with LI-MAR can still suffer heavy residual artifacts 
and tissue structure missing as shown in Fig. 7. Using poor pre-corrected images undoubtedly yields poor prior images 
(see Fig. 8, third column). Furthermore, TP-MAR methods assume that all soft tissues have the same CT values, an 
assumption which, of course, is far from being true. *6?!
To overcome the drawbacks of TP-MAR, an image fusion technique has been developed in this work to build a prior 
image of better quality. The prior image is obtained from the fusion of the uncorrected FBP image and the LI-MAR 
 
FIG. 8. Prior image illustration of TP-MAR and FP-MAR methods for the experiments with the hip phantom (clinical Case 4 and Case 7). 
TP-MAR prior images suffer from obvious segmentation errors, as indicated by the white dotted arrows. The proposed FP-MAR prior *6>!
images have higher quality with more tissue information and less segmentation errors from artifacts.  
corrected image, the contribution of the two images being weighted according to their difference information. In Fig. 8, 
! "6!
!
we can see that the proposed FP-MAR prior images, compared to TP-MAR priors, better preserve tissue information 
and significantly reduce residual artifacts. This is the main reason why FP-MAR outperforms TP-MAR. The proposed 
image fusion technique can also be used to provide a better pre-corrected image for existing TP-MAR methods. Figure 9 *>?!
illustrates two thresholded prior images respectively segmented from the LI-MAR corrected image (middle) and from 
the proposed fusion image (right). The LI-MAR based prior image suffers from obvious residual artifacts and bone 
structure loss (see the dotted arrows). In contrast, the proposed fusion image leads to more accurate segmentation with 
almost no residual artifacts and much better preservation of bone structures.  
The main limitation of FP-MAR comes from the fact that some bright artifacts around the metal objects can be *>>!
wrongly incorporated into the prior image as bone structures (Fig. 8, black dotted arrows) and so, can lead to residual 
artifacts in the final corrected image. Decreasing the parameter ! can alleviate this problem by making the prior image 
closer to the filtered LI-MAR image. However, this operation may result in tissue lost if some original structures fail to 
be preserved in the filtered LI-MAR image (see the fusion image in Fig. 3 with ! ! !!!). Future work is therefore 
needed to address this limitation. The computer vision techniques, as mentioned in Ref. 20, may have the potential for *@?!
solving this problem.  
Several other limits of the FP-MAR method should also be addressed. First, the simple thresholding used to identify 
the metallic parts might lead to inaccurate identification of the metal trace, and this may introduce some fine streak 
 
FIG. 9. Two thresholded prior images corresponding to Case 5 respectively segmented from the LI-MAR corrected image (middle) and from *@>!
the proposed fusion image (right). Parameter setting for the fusion: n=10/t=0.45 
artifacts tangent to the metal objects in the final corrected image (see Fig. 6, Case 1). More advanced segmentation 
! ">!
!
algorithms must therefore be considered in the future to improve the segmentation. Second, since the fusion is 
performed on pre-corrected images using interpolation-based MAR method, improvements can be anticipated from 
more advanced interpolations
10,11,15
. Third, if the used edge-preserving blur filter suppresses artifacts, normal tissues are *A?!
simultaneously blurred (Fig. 1(c)), thus lowering the quality of the prior image. To further improve the quality of prior 
images, some advanced edge-preserving filters with artifact suppression property
16,33 
should be considered. Fourth, 
several parameters need to be manually set in the current method (e,g. the threshold in metal segmentation, the!!! !"#!! 
in Eqs. (1) and (2), the ! and ! in Eq. (4)). Among all the parameters, ! requires a special attention in order to 
improve the prior image. Finally, due to the additional forward projection, FBP reconstruction, filtering, and fusion *A>!
steps, extra computation is required for the proposed FP-MAR method: the whole execution time is about 216 seconds, 
which is approximately 4.5 times slower than one FBP reconstruction. Nevertheless, the overall algorithm can be 
accelerated by using GPU-based parallelization
34
 to fulfill the clinical requirements (no more than 2 seconds per 2D 
image).  
H67&/:8/F<A6:8&*B?!
The proposed FP-MAR approach described in this paper demonstrates its clinical potential by providing better 
corrected images than LI-MAR, TP-MAR and MDT methods in a wide range of cases with single or multiple pieces of 
metals in various shapes and sizes. Several improvements are under progress to face the limitations discussed above. In 
particular, we generate artificial sinogram from the tested clinical image as a base for correction. The fan-beam 
transform and inverse fan-beam transform have a low-pass filtering effect on the final corrected image, and this will *B>!
lead to lowered spatial resolution. Future work is therefore needed to verify FP-MAR on real measured projections. Je 
ne comprends pas cette partie! Il faudrait la reformuler et ce qui serait bien qu’elle degage quelques idées 
d’amélioration. 
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